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Recommendation: Buy 
Share price: $0.30 Market cap: $65m 

 
ASP is Australia’s leading natural resource media group, and second largest worldwide mining media group 
with the purchase (April 2008) of the UK based Mining Journal. The Mining Journal acquisition cost was 
$21m and FY08 EBIT of $3.2m - acquisition EBIT X of 6.7X. 
 
Notionally fully consolidating Mining Journal, FY08 PER was 16.2X and EBIT 11.6X, and prospective FY09 
PER 13.7X and EBIT X of 7.2X.  
 
ASP has diversified from the structural difficulties of print (61% of revenues), into online (28%) and 
conferencing (12%). On an equity accounted revenue basis (at 100%) print is 48% of revenues, 
conferencing 30%, and online 22%. 
 
Growth remains strong. Australian revenues grew 20.3% and profits 11% from $2.8m to $3.1m after an 
additional $650,000 - $950,000 spent on start up losses in FY08. Mining Journal revenues rose 24% in FY08, 
and profits rose to $3.2m (+174%). The A$ depreciation will aide conversion of Mining Journal earnings. 
52% of ASP earnings are derived from the offshore Mining Journal worldwide operations. 
 
Mining Journal synergy gains will come from integrating the Mining Journal (UK) editorial and advertising 
with existing ASP southern hemisphere products, and increasing the geographic penetration in some key 
natural resource markets  (e.g. Canada), in addition to administration cost savings.  
 
ASP’s major new target is agriculture in Australia with the $3m investment with GrainGrowers/Kondinin in 
agricultural publishing/ online/training /conferencing. The major competition is FXJ’s Rural Press 
agricultural operations which accounts for around 80% -90% of the revenue market and an FY08 EBIT of 
over $35m pa. Kondinin is Australia’s largest independent farm improvement group with close to 7,000 
paying members.  
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ASP platform future proof company – high online - 22% of consolidated t/o – conferences 30% of 
consolidated t/o. 
 

ASP derivation of revenues – fast growth across the board 
 
Revenue derivation (100% owned only) 

 
 
The split is as follows on our equity accounted basis: 
 

 
 

Model based upon resource activity growth and internal synergy benefits 
 
CCZ has not modelled market share gains against Metals Bulletin (2005 EV: L236m) and FXJ’s Rural Press 
Ag publishing near monopoly in Australia. 
 
Euromoney brought Metals Bulletin in 2006, ASP’s worldwide competitor, for £236m. In IHFY08 (to 
31/04/2008)Euromoney business publications (Metals –Metals Bulletin, energy, legal and telecoms) 
revenues rose by 13%, profits by 39% and margins rose to 33%. Euromoney reported excellent 
performances by Metals Bulletin cost and revenues synergies by being incorporated in the larger 
Euromoney group. For ASP, similar cost synergies should be gained in the acquisition of Mining 
Communications.  Euromoney generates 40% from publishing, 40% from conferences and 20% from data. 
ASP has lower conferences ratios and higher online. ASP’s data search (Search.net etc) are booming. 
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Sector production growth – Australian Mineral and Farm production indexes (ABARE) – volume 
growth for ASP products continues  

 
Source: ABARE 

 
From FY09 and probably FY10 the ASP Australian revenue growth forecasts could continue at >20% 
excluding acquisitions. 
 
Northern Hemisphere operations will reflect the added internet revenue platform developments (as 
Mining Journal has a significant opportunity to leverage its masthead in the online space). International 
conferences will be better attended by cross promotion between Australian and UK operations. Northern 
Hemisphere revenue growth spurt reflects the desire to increase Canadian resource media penetration. 
 
EBIT margins are assumed to rise in FY09 as cross synergies totalling $0.8m in FY09. This 5% EBIT margin 
lift (on $36m of combined revenues) drives EBIT margin from 21% to the target 23-26% EBIT margins 
projected thereafter (FY09-FY12). Euromoney EBITDA margins are in the range of 33-35%. 
 

Ethics and standards –important for high standard (and chargeable) editorial 
 
ASP employs more than 40 journalists in Australia and another 12 in Northern hemisphere operations. The 
maximum advertising revenue to content ratio (52%:48%) maintains an editorial emphasis to maintain 
high readership. ASP’s industry opinions are independent and well respected in the market place. ASP has 
a policy of zero advertorial. 
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The major print titles and their associated web sites are: 
 

  Print run  

Aust Mining 8,250 
Established over 25 years ago. Leading industry magazine 
with complimentary high internet readership and advertising 
rates. 

Aust Longwall 3000 
Australian and American long wall magazines specialise in 
underground mining techniques –established between 3 and 4 
years ago. 

Coal USA 4000  

Petroleum 4000 New launch 2007. Australia only. 

Resource Stocks 10000 
Established 5 years ago and covers the stocks from which 
some of the ASP corporate mining/resource investments are 
chosen.  

Contractor 8200 
This publication has been established over 15 years and is a 
major large projects B2B title. 

BIOTECH 10000  

CONSULT 14000  

Totals 61,450  

 

Online – strong growth - +25% FY08 – and accelerating 
 
ASP has over 1.5m email newsletters per month from ASP news desks, as publications are circulated by 
email, and link the subscriber to the relevant publication web-site. ASP has over 30,000 paying subscribers 
(> 120,000 unique browsers per month) to its on-line publications. Online revenue is approx 50% 
subscription and 50% advertising (whereas in print only 10% of revenues come from subscriptions).  
 

Online portfolio 
 

 
MiningNews.net is the world's fastest-growing source of daily global mining news. MiningNews.net covers 
corporate, market commodity and technical mining developments.  
 
Www.industrynews.net is a free weekly news service, featuring the most important and relevant industry 
news of the week, derived from online news content produced by ASP, including MiningNews.net, 
PetroleumNews.net, BioTechnologyNews.net etc. 
 
International Longwall News is published five times a week; and  provides longwall miners and equipment 
suppliers with information that cannot be sourced anywhere else. It has 100% penetration into US, 
Australian, UK and South African longwall mines.  

 

http://www.miningnews.net/
http://www.longwalls.com/
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PetroleumNews.net is Australasia’s most comprehensive oil and gas website, containing daily news 
reports and exclusive breaking stories in real time.  
 
ConstructionIndustryNews.net is the Asia Pacific region's key source of construction equipment, product 
and technology news and information. Produced daily, CIN is the news leader for the construction, 
engineering, building and earthmoving sectors. 
 
SupplyChainLogisticsNews.net is focussed news to operators in the supply chain and logistics sectors,  
 
EnvironmentalManagementNews.net is produced by WME media (part-owned by ASP) and is dedicated 
to the fast-growing field of environmental management. It focuses on news, trends, technical 
breakthroughs and regulatory change across a range of major industries (including manufacturing, mining, 
food & beverage, government and councils, and the environmental services sector).  
 
BiotechnologyNews.net provides investment related news to companies, research organisations and 
investors involved in the biotech sector. Subscribers are notified three times per week (Tuesday, Thursday 
and Friday) via personalised email and have access to a complete archive on the website. 
 
PNGIndustryNews.net (PNG) is a new regional resources news service specialising in PNG, incorporating 
news and analysis of national and international projects, companies, technology issues and trends. 
Subscribers are notified three times per week (Tuesday, Thursday and Friday) via personalised email and 
have access to a complete archive of PNG-related news stories.  
 
OfficeProfessional.com.au is a free weekly news service covering a wide range of areas from tips on career 
progression, lifestyle and well-being articles, updates on technological developments, as well as an online 
directory of services for Executive and Personal Assistants 
 
SuperLiving.com.au is a new online news service, focused on how to get the most enjoyment and 
maximum returns from personal investment, blended with features and information about lifestyle issues 
relevant to readers with money to spend.  
 
Through 12 email newsletters and the 12 main internet products the online division has been -with 
conferencing – the growth engine for the group; however print has maintained a healthy margin.  
 
ASP achieves online advertising rates over $2.00 per UB, versus typical rate structures well under $1.00 
for mainstream media, with over 30,000 paying subscribers to its on-line publications. With subscription 
revenues, online revenue per subscriber is over $4.00 per month. Whereas most Australian mainstream 
media is trying to generate subscription revenue growth from internet products –and are generally ZERO 
charging, ASP has annual subscriptions typically ranging from $99 for individual to $600 for premium 
membership and $3500 for corporate membership, all of which are often paid by employers. These circa 
120,000 unique browsers command purchasing budgets in the $’000’s of millions. A giant Caterpillar D10 
cost is well over $1.5m and dump trucks even more.  

http://www.petroleumnews.net/
http://www.constructionequipmentnews.net/
http://www.supplychainlogisticsnews.net/
http://www.environmentalmanagementnews.net/
http://www.biotechnologynews.net/
http://www.pngindustrynews.net/
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ASP online readerships – an amazingly high $4 per reader per month (Fairfax digital gets <$2.00 per 
reader per month 

 
 

ASP search engine developments –spectacular growth in servicing natural 
resource clients 
 
Google does not provide efficient searches in sub set industries it has always been difficult for B2B and 
specialized audiences to find relevant results on general search engines. Google and Yahoo! index millions 
of pages across the Web, the vast majority of which do not contain authoritative content for most vertical 
industries. Every vertical audience has a unique vocabulary and specialized information needs and general 
search engines often fail to answer the precise requirements of many business, professional, medical, 
scientific and technical searchers. . Thus for instance, if a natural resource reader looks at “drive shafts” 
this search engine presents listing of drive shaft web pages specialising in the heavy duty end of the 
market. ASP contracted a specialist search engine developer and in 2008 launched search.net for tis 
natural resource based clientele.  
 
The results have been spectacular with revenues at a very strong 25 cents per visit. The trend in search 
engine usage has been spectacular give the purchasing power of this audience. Market limit may be 
around 200,000-300,000 UB’s pm. The sectors are: SearchMining.net, SearchSupplyChainLogistics.net, 
SearchPetroleum.net, and SearchConstruction.net. 
 

ASP search engines – a success and it’s not Google! 
 

SEARCH specialist visitors -2008 March  April May June July  August  

Total –August/ July - +120% 4186 15652 23695 28342 45,028 99,003 

Source: ASP 

Conferencing 
 
 Conferences are the best way to directly engage customers for both advertising and subscription services. 
In FY07, ASP purchased 49% of Tonkin Corporation which generated $3.6m of FY08 revenues.  Tonkin 
offers trend-based seminars and workshops in the areas of legal, financial services, property, human 
resources, mining and energy.  
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ASP expansion financial matrix and new sectors  
 
In the absence of major acquisitions, the free cash flow – amounting to around $7m pa would be used to 
repay the minimal amount of net debt on issue ($14m @ 30/6/2008).   
 
Free cash flow will be reinvested in organic growth in diversifying the range of business publications. CCZ 
models have allowed for around $1m-$2m of margins evaporating from start up costs. However even then 
free cash flow continues to leave ASP with increasing net cash from FY10. 
 
ASP has reached, in FY08, and before the Mining Journal acquisition, the size to generate significant 
overhead infrastructure weight, such that incremental expansion is highly attractive through utilisation of 
the common IT functionality and management. CCZ notes that the 2007 overhead allocation by 
Euromoney to the Metals Bulletin is only 1.3% of revenues. ASP’s overhead allocation is a significantly 
higher percentage – estimated at around 3-4% (FY09e).  
 
Mining Journal acquisition (April 2008)  
 
FY08 Mining Communications (the entity) revenues rose 24% to $15m, and EBITDA rose from $1.16m to 
$3.2m before $1.3m of transactions costs. 
 
Historic results were as follows: 
 

Year ended 30 April 2008 2007 2006 

Turnover - continuing operations 6.3 5.1m 4.0 

EBIT - continuing operations 1.3 0.49 -0.14 

 
ASP had already acquired 39.6% of Mining Communications over a number of years for a book value of 
$2.7m. The balance of 60.4% was purchased for $18.8m –total cost $21.5m for an FY08 notional EBIT of 
$3.2m - EBIT X of 6.7X. The acquisition is highly earnings accretive and cheap compared with Euromoney’s 
purchase of Metals Bulletin in 2005 at nearly 18X EBIT. The ASP synergies gains are in sales, infrastructure, 
and conferencing initiatives. The major difference in the Mining Journal business has been the Mining 
Journal’s absence of online revenues and the expansion of readership and advertising potential from such 
platforms. 
 
CCZ assumes no market share gains against the dominant player –Euromoney’s Metals Bulletin. Any 
market share gains would transform the profitability of ASP forecasts. Metals Bulletin revenues of A$113m 
(2007) dwarf the Mining Journal’s A$15m (FY08). The possibility for ASP shareholders is that ASP might 
approach Metals Bulletin profitability over the period to 2012. 
 
The comparisons between the two purchases are as follows (UK£). 
 

Metals Bulletin EV % chg rev Rev EBIT EBIT margin EBIT X 

2005 239 19% 54.7 13.6 25% 17.6X 

2007   54.5 20.3 37%  

Mining Journal            

2008 8.8  24% 6.3 1.3 21% 6.7X 
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ASP will make savings around $1.5-1.7m on the acquisition in FY09 and $2.3m - $2.5m in FY10 (cumulative 
gain).The Mining Journal potential to lift advertising intensity is pronounced as it derives 25% of revenues 
from subscriptions (ASP Australia < 10%) but only 45% from advertising (conferences make the balance of 
30%). Canada contributes 40% of Mining Journal revenue. ASP intends to generate further 
investment/JV’s in Canada as the return potential is higher there. 
 

Associate ventures and investments 
 
As a result of the plethora of detailed mining information and analysis skills, ASP undertakes some direct 
mining investments. These are managed through a standalone entity – CIC. This portfolio is valued at 
around $7.7m having risen in FY08 despite the fall in the resource stocks market in 2HFY08. ASP may 
consider a stapled security for the mining venture portfolio so as to present a combined balance sheet but 
separate P and L’s and capital structure. Depending on some developments, this capital portfolio might 
have significant capital distributions relative to the potential dividend returns from the media business 
only.   
 
With a conservative balance sheet and excellent free cash flow, this steady state analysis will be 
superseded by either more 100% acquisitions;  organic growth (already budgeted in the CCZ projections at 
around $1m-$1.5m pa);  or more JV’s with minority equity investment where ASP backs smaller standalone 
businesses looking for infrastructure sharing with larger parents. 
 
ASP has minority equity holdings in conferencing and environmental publications. The list of equity 
investments is: 
 

Associates 
 

2008a 2009E 2010E 2011E 2012E 

Tonkin 49% 0.4 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Kondinin 50%   4.5 5.5 7.5 10 

Kondinin 50% 0 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 

MCAL 41% $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - 

WME 30%  $0.10   $0.12   $0.15   $0.20   $0.25  

Total equity accounted 
 

0.49 0.82 1.95 3.10 4.25 

After tax rate 0.3 0.35 0.57 1.37 2.17 2.98 

capitalisation rate 9.0x $3.11  $5.14  $12.29  $19.53  $26.78  

Investments 
 

$7.72  7.724 7.724 7.724 7.724 

Total  
 

$10.84  $12.87  $20.02  $27.25  $34.50  

 

ASP’s farm sector involvement with Kondinin Group 
 
ASP has a 50% JV with the Kondinin group for new expansion and will invest $3m over 4 years minimum. 
 
Established in 1955, the Kondinin Group is a farmer-owned organization with approx 7,000 paying 
members. Kondinin publishes Farming Ahead and has training, consulting and contract publishing services. 
Kondinin has the largest editorial resource in agricultural publications after Rural Press’s Australian 
agricultural publishing division. Kondinin will grow print, training and conferencing. The JV employs approx 
20 and this number will be aggressively expanded. 
 
CCZ considers that ASP may succeed at developing higher order editorial which is well paid for online 
rather than the print emphasis of RUPs’ publications. Any small ASP penetration success in online 
distribution has pronounced and disproportionate negative effects on print profitability. 
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As with Mining Journal against Metals Bulletin, ASP against FXJ’s Rural Press Ag division remains a highly 
prospective market share possibility- especially under recent FXJ management behaviour to its journalists. 
CCZ has modelled an approximately 10% 2012 market share for the ASP agricultural venture.  
 

FY08e* Revenues EBIT 

Rural Press agricultural divisions (est) $91m $35m 

Kondinin Group >$4m $0.1m 

West Australian Countryman (FY06) $3.2m $0.7m 

Weekly Times (News Corp.) na na 

Sources: FXJ, WAN Annual reports, CCZ est. 

 

Referencing ASP operating metrics 
 
Reference the ASP model assumptions against international majors –ASP outperforms historically on 
growth and future margins references are below these international majors. 
 

Comparative EBIT margins 2006A 2007A 2008A 2009E 2010E 

ASP revenue growth +35% +46% +36% +88% +19.9% 

ASP EBIT margin % 11.6% 16.3% 20.3% 23.5% 26.1% 

      

Reed Elsevier rev growth +5.0% +6.0%    

Reed Elsevier total EBIT margin % 24.0% 24.8%  
Strong in resource 
conferencing 

Reed Business – divisional EBIT margin 17.0% 18.0% Online 30%  Closest equiv. to ASP 

      

Euromoney PLC rev growth +13% +38% Ex Metals Bulletin: +14%   

Euromoney PLC EBIT margin % 19.9% 25.8% Benefits of full year Metals Bulletin profits 

Euromoney Metals Bulletin divisional  EBIT 
margin % 

30.2% 37.2%  

 
The Mining Journal and Australian ASP operational EBIT margins are low in comparison with Euromoney 
and the Euromoney Metals Bulletin divisional EBIT margins (after overheads) of 25% and 37% respectively.  
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Aspermont 5-Nov-08

Market statistics Recommendation Returns One year forecast Market forecast 1.4% % pa

Share price $0.30 12 months Quant BUY (capital+ dividends) ASP 207.0% % pa

Number of shares (m) 217.2 Long term Quant BUY 5 year forecasts Market forecast 1.4% % pa

No. of other securities (m) 0.0 Analysts override ASP 71.6% % pa

Equivalent fully paid ordinary shares 217.2 12 months BUY growth earnings 116.7% % pa

Market capitalisation $65m Long term BUY Equity issuance 122.2% % pa

Takeover return 134.0% % pa

Year end 30 June Year end 30 June

Profitability ($m) 2007a 2008a 2009e 2010e 2011e Return analysis 2007a 2008a 2009e 2010e 2011e

Sales revenue 11.8 30.9 36.4 41.8 48.1 EPS (cps) 0.7 2.0 2.3 3.4 4.1

% change 162% 18% 15% 15% EPS growth 0.0% 200.9% 18.7% 45.3% 21.6%

Dep'n and amort'n 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 PER 45.8 15.2 12.8 8.8 7.3

EBIT 1.9 6.3 8.5 10.6 12.4 PER relative 2.49 0.83 0.70 0.48 0.39

Other revenue/(expense) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Market PER for All Industrials ex banks 18.4 18.4 18.4 18.4 18.4

Net interest exp 0.0 -0.2 -0.7 -0.1 0.4

Pre-tax profit 1.9 6.1 7.8 10.5 12.8 Dividend (cps) 0.5 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.7

Tax -0.7 -1.8 -2.7 -3.2 -3.8 Dividend yield 1.7% 2.7% 3.1% 4.5% 2.6%

Minorities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Franking 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

NET PROFIT 1.3 4.3 5.1 7.4 9.0 Accumulated franking credits per share 0.00$      #N/A 0.00$      0.00$       0.00$      

Payout ratio 78% 40% 40% 40% 40%

Share of profit from assoc. 0.0 0.3 0.6 1.4 2.2

Equity net profit 1.2 4.6 5.7 8.7 11.1 Target price  @ PER relative 100% 0.13$      0.37$      0.54$       0.65$      

Abnormals -0.8 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 Per annum return (ex franking credits) 62% 207% -6% 49% 23%

Net profit after ab's 0.5 5.1 5.7 8.7 11.1 Industrials benchmark return 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

gap 62% 207% -6% 49% 23%

EBITDA X 29.6 10.7 6.6 4.1 3.0

EBIT X 31.9 10.9 6.7 4.1 3.1 Valuation summary
EBITDA/sales 17.5% 20.7% 23.6% 25.6% 26.1% DCF DDM

EBIT/sales 16.3% 20.3% 23.3% 25.4% 25.8% WACC 9.3% discount rate 9.3%

ROE 14.2% 23.8% 24.2% 27.5% 26.1% Beta 0.82            0.82              

ROFE 27.6% 28.8% 27.5% 40.5% 46.6% % of NPV from next 5 years 12% 16%

NPV per share 0.61$          0.36$            

Interims ($m) 2H06 1H07 2H07 1H08 2H08 Price/NPV 0.49x Price/DDM 0.84x

Sales revenue 4.2 5.6 6.2 15.2 15.1

Enterprise valuation 2007a 2008a 2009e 2010e 2011e

Dep'n and amort'n 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 Net working capital + tax losses 3 0 -7 -10 -10

EBIT 0.8 -0.2 2.1 3.3 3.5 fixed assets plant and equipment 1 1 2 2 2

Other revenue/(expense) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 derived revalued mastheads 21 62 149 220 224

Net interest exp -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.2 -0.6 market value investments 3 11 13 20 27

Pre-tax profit 0.7 -0.2 2.1 3.1 2.9 total assets 27 74 156 232 243

Tax 0.5 0.0 -0.6 -0.9 -0.9 net debt -1 14 4 1 -1

Minorities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 total liabilities -1 14 3 -1 -4

NET PROFIT 1.2 -0.2 1.5 2.2 2.1 fixed assets plant and equipment 0 1 1 1 1

Share of profit from assoc. 0.0 0.4 -0.5 0.1 0.1 total value 28 59 153 232 247

Equity net profit 1.2 0.2 1.1 2.3 2.2 Value per share 0.14$      0.27$      0.70$      1.07$       1.14$      

Valuation difference -52.0% -9.5% 134.0% 256.7% 278.5%

Abnormals 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 EBIT multiple used 12.2 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.7

Net profit after abnormals 1.8 0.3 1.5 2.3 2.2 Implied EBITDA multiple of current price 11.6 9.8 16.9 48.3 34.8

Balance sheet 2007a 2008a 2009e 2010e 2011e Cashflow 2007a 2008a 2009e 2010e 2011e

Cash 2.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 Gross  Cash Flow 2.1 9.2 6.3 8.0 9.5

Other 5.6 9.0 0.9 2.1 2.4 Working capital + provisions -2.4 -1.8 5.5 1.8 -0.5

Current assets 8.1 10.4 2.3 3.5 3.8 Capital expenditure -0.2 -1.0 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6

Fixed assets 0.5 1.2 1.7 2.0 2.3 Change in investments -1.8 -19.5 4.0 0.0 0.0

Intangibles 3.1 29.8 19.2 19.2 19.2 Free cash flow -2.3 -13.1 15.5 9.3 8.5

Other + book value  inv. 4.0 6.3 2.7 3.4 3.6 Abnormal/Extraordinary items (net of tax) 0.8 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Non-current assets 7.7 37.3 23.6 24.6 25.1 Total cash flow -1.5 -12.5 15.5 9.3 8.5

Total assets 15.8 47.7 25.9 28.1 28.9 Free CFPS 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04

Free CF mult(x) (CFPS/share price) 35.4x 7.9x 11x 8.7x 7.3x

Debt 2.0 15.3 5.9 0.2 -5.3

Other 4.4 13.7 8.3 13.1 14.1 Change in Net Debt 0.0 14.4 -9.4 -5.7 -5.5

Total liabilities 6.3 29.0 14.2 13.3 8.7 Change in Net Equity 1.9 0.9 -1.8 0.0 0.0

Equity 9.0 18.0 21.0 26.8 34.4 Net Debt servicing 0.0 -0.1 -0.5 0.0 0.3

Minorities -0.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 Dividends -19.5 -2.0 -1.8 -2.3 -3.2

Total s/h funds 8.8 18.7 21.8 27.6 35.2

Total funds employed 15.2 47.7 36.0 40.9 43.9 Capex/depreciation 158% 833% 365% 420% 425%

Liquidity and leverage ratios Segment analysis 2007a 2008a 2009e 2010e 2011e

Net debt/equity -6% 91% 26% -5% -19% Australian publishing 1.9 3.1 4.0 4.6 5.5

Net debt/market value 0% 12% 4% -1% -6% Mining Journal UK (notional ful year) 0.0 3.2 4.5 6.0 6.9

Net debt/breakup value -2% 29% 4% -1% -3%

Interest cover (x) -147.7 36.3 12.3 202.1 -29.0

Net debt/EBITDA (x) -0.3 2.7 0.7 -0.1 -0.5 EBIT 1.9 6.3 8.5 10.6 12.4  
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John Chong Consultant – Special Situations 02 9238 8230 jchong@ccz.com.au 

Institutional Research Sales    

Ian Cameron Research Sales 02 9238 8224 icameron@ccz.com.au 

David Hofman Director - Research Sales 02 9238 8225 dhofman@ccz.com.au 

John Peisley Senior Stockbroker 02 9238 8227 jpeisley@ccz.com.au 

John Zemek Research Sales 02 9238 8226 jzemek@ccz.com.au 

Jane Murray Research Sales 02 8238 8231 jmurray@ccz.com.au 

Kevin McKee IOS Operator - Institutional 02 9238 8232 kmckee@ccz.com.au 

Administration    

Jo-Anne Elliott CCZ Equities Office Manager 02 9238 8223 jelliot@ccz.com.au 

Retail    

Todd Payne Director - Private Client Advisor 02 9232 7655 tpayne@ccz.com.au 

Geoff Travers Director - Private Client Advisor 02 9232 7655 gtravers@ccz.com.au 

Cameron Williams Private Client Advisor 02 9232 7655 cwilliams@ccz.com.au 

Brian Chung IOS Operator - Retail 02 9232 7655 bchung@ccz.com.au 

Eric Cheung Retail Dealer Assistant 02 9232 7655 echeung@ccz.com.au 

CCZ Corporate Finance    

Switch  02 9238 8238 ccz@ccz.com.au 

 


